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Join us at the IMVAC conferences
We're exhibiting at the remaining three International Machine Vibration Analysis Conferences in Belgium
in June, Australia in September and Florida in November 2017.

Toms winning start to 2017

High temperature accelerometer

Tom Ingram has had a great start to the season.

The HS165 is the latest addition to our high

After the Brands Hatch race on 1st-2nd April Tom

temperature range. This is a velocity output

was 2nd in the overall championship, however

sensor with an inline charge amplifier. It comes

after some fantastic driving at Donington Park on

complete with a low noise cable and can be

the weekend of 16th-17th April he is currently

supplied temperature ranges of 150°C or 250°C.

leading the championship.

Visit the website

Visit the website

Visit us at Maintenance
Scotland exhibition, M11
Visit our stand at Scotland works, SEC, Glasgow
to view our latest range of accelerometers,
transmitters and connection enclosures. Stand
M11, 3rd - 4th May 2017.

Data collector cable website
We continue to update our data collector cable
section of our website. You can now easily
view our full range of data collector cables along
with product numbers, accelerometer
connectors, cable types and the data collector
connector types.
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Acceleration enveloping to detect bearing damage
In any manufacturing or processing plant, machine breakdown has significant consequences.
Productivity and profitability are usually affected and there is also a health and safety risk.
Surprisingly, however, the cause of the breakdown is rarely identified.

Instead, the bearings that were damaged and failed are often simply replaced, in the hope that
they may last longer next time. However, bearings don’t fail without reason. There is always an
explanation for why they do, and it is usually for one of a number of reasons: the machine is
running unbalanced, misaligned or at a critical speed; a bearing hasn’t been fitted correctly; over

or underlubrication has occurred; or maybe the wrong lubricant has been used.

When problems such as these occur in industrial equipment, sensitive accelerometers are used
to detect and analyse the vibrations. This technique is known as vibration analysis and it can
identify bearing failure in the very early stages – when there is a microscopic defect on the
raceway, for example.
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